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Follow these steps to help your students gain a passion for missions, and begin 
living the call in their lives.

1. Read Living the Call Overview on page 2 to understand the goal and purpose of this 
curriculum.

2. Read Each Week Before You Begin and Episode Access Instructions on pages 2 and 3 to 
ensure that students listen to the audio episodes before coming to class.

3. Read Teaching Tips and Creating Classroom Culture on page 3 to help create an 
encouraging learning environment focused on life application.

4. Read Appendix on page 142 for additional classroom activities and additional outreach 
activities students may use to become more involved in missions.
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LIVING THE CALL:  AT A GLANCE
LESSON LESSON TITLE THEME BRINKMAN STORY MEMORY VERSE ACTIVITY MISSIONARY & LOCATION

1 Treasure in Heaven
We can store up treasure in heaven that will 
last forever.

Season 1, Episode 1
Dangerous Waters, Part 1

Matthew 6:20 Rusting Steel Brinkman Family, Wisconsin 

2 A Life-Changing Gospel
The gospel has the power to save and 
transform even the meanest people we know.

Season 1, Episode 2
Dangerous Waters, Part 2

Romans 1:16 Muddy Mess Dave and Barb Anderson, Russia

3 Pushing Past Fear
Fear should not control us. Instead, we obey 
God, who makes us smart and brave.

Season 1, Episode 3
Dangerous Waters, Part 3

2 Timothy 1:7 Balloons of Fear Dave and Barb Anderson, Alaska

4 Overcome Evil with Good
With God’s help, we can overcome evil with 
good.

Season 1, Episode 4 
Carjacked 

Romans 12:21 Making Cars Raymond and Gawie, South Africa

5 Abide in Jesus
Abiding in Jesus produces fruit and enables 
us to do the impossible. 

Season 1, Episode 5
Aunt Sarah

John 15:5 Grafting a Branch Sarah Bultman, Zambia

6 Seeing with Gratitude
Understanding God’s daily provision helps us 
to be grateful.

Season 1, Episode 6
Laid Off 

1 Thessalonians 5:18 Eye on the ball Brinkman Family, Wisconsin

7 Honor Your Parents God calls us to honor our parents.
Season 1, Episode 7
Papua New Guinea, Part 1

Deuteronomy 5:16 A Pipeline of goodness
Ian Bultman, Papua New Guinea 

8 Love Your Family
We can love our families with God’s amazing 
unconditional love.

Season 1, Episode 8
Papua New Guinea, Part 2

John 13:34-35
Climbing 
Backpack

Brinkman Family, Papua New Guinea

9 Escape the Circle of Worry
We can escape the circle of worry through 
problem-solving, seeking wise counsel and 
trusting God.

Season 1, Episode 9
The Provider Matthew 6:34 Circle of Worry Ian Bultman, Alaska

10 Abilities and Good Works
God has prepared good works for us to do and 
gives us the abilities we need to accomplish 
those good works.  

Season 1, Episode 10
Unity Bridge, Part 1 Ephesians  2:10 Puzzle Pieces Eli and Bethany Fader, Sudan

11 Not Afraid to Fail
We don’t fear failure; we learn from it and try 
again.

Season 1, Episode 11
Unity Bridge, Part 2

Joshua 1:9 How Muscles Grow
Eli and Bethany Fader, Sudan

12 Only One Master It is impossible to serve two masters.
Season 1, Episode 12
The Calling

Matthew 6:24 Explosion of Color
New Beginnings are Possible, Wisconsin
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 1LESSON

TREASURE IN

HEAVEN



BEFORE YOU BEGIN
LESSON OVERVIEW
Read: Matthew 6:19-21, 2 Corinthians 5:9-10
Listen: Episode 1, Dangerous Waters, Part 1 (full episode)

In this lesson, you will set up the format of this curriculum by introducing radio drama 
and set up the overall theme of this curriculum by introducing missions. If you have time, 
feature one of your church’s or denomination’s missionaries.

Each lesson has a theme. The theme of this lesson is to encourage your students to store 
up treasures in heaven. Many people live most of their lives trying to make money so they 
can have a nice life, or just survive here on earth. This lesson is designed to remind them 
that treasures here won’t last. We often encourage students to think about what they want 
to be when they grow up. But if they are only taught to focus on their earthly future, they 
may miss out on what God wants to give them for all of eternity. As you think about this 
in your life, ask God to show you ways you are personally storing up treasures in heaven. If 
you feel led, share one or two of these examples with your students. Do your best to help 
students think of practical ways they can begin storing up treasures in heaven. Inspire 
them to work toward a future, not just here on earth, but a future that will impact this life 
AND eternity. 

BRINKMAN STORY: Episode 1, Dangerous Waters Part 1
The Brinkman family receives a large sum of money, and each member is given a portion 
to spend on whatever they wish. When everyone’s purchase somehow lets them down, 
they realize they need to invest in things that will last for eternity, and consider spending 
the rest on a mission trip to Russia.

THEME: We can store up treasure in heaven that will last forever. 

MEMORY VERSE: Matthew 6:20

LESSON OBJECTIVES STUDENTS SHOULD BE ABLE TO:

1. Understand that treasures on earth won’t last. 

2. Understand how to store up treasures in heaven. 

3. Choose one way to store up treasures in heaven this week.

SAMPLE
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PLANNING NOTES  MY TEACHING PLAN 
(ACTIVITIES I WILL USE)

INTRODUCE IT
Storytelling (5 minutes) 
Vanishing Words Memory Game (8 minutes) 
Missionaries (5 minutes)
Rusting Steel (10 minutes)

HEAR IT
Play Resource CD: track 1, Dangerous Waters, Part 1 Highlights (8 minutes)

SEE IT
Mouth, Hands, Clock & Money (9 minutes)

LIVE IT
Storing up Treasures (5 minutes)

INTERACT WITH IT
Ring on a String Game (10 minutes) 

SAMPLE
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TOOL LIST 
 
Storytelling:

computer with internet

 INTRODUCE IT
STORYTELLING  (5 MINUTES)

Collect: Computer connected to the internet to listen to Thomas Edison’s 
recording. (Link to it here:  www.brinkmanadventures.com/curriculum/lesson1)

Say: These lessons tell missionary stories using radio drama. We all love 
good stories, don’t we? People have been telling stories for thousands of 
years. 

Ask: Can anyone think of someone in the Bible who told stories?  (Jesus)
 
Ask: What’s one story He told? (The prodigal son, the lost sheep, etc.)

Say: Historians tell us the ancient Greeks came up with the idea of theater. 
Theater is a place where people would gather to watch stories being acted 
out through song, dance, and speech. This form of storytelling still exists 
today.

Ask: Has anyone here ever attended a play or acted in a play?

Say: In 1877, Thomas Edison invented the phonograph which allowed 
people to record voices and music. The first thing Thomas Edison ever 
recorded was the poem “Mary Had a Little Lamb.”

Do: Play recording.

Say: Soon people began recording stories on the radio. Voice actors would 
be in a small room with microphones in front of them. They would pretend 
they were the characters. While these people acted, another person would 
make the sound effects. That person would have a microphone and several 
objects to make the sounds. For example, he might use a door frame and a 
door to make the noise of a door opening or shutting. He might use a small 
board to walk in place and make the sound of footsteps. Usually, there was 
a person who played an organ to add music to the story.
 
Before TV and video, families would gather around the radio to listen to 
these exciting stories. When movies and TV arrived, many people felt this 
new form of storytelling was better than radio. Radio was no longer the 
preferred method. However, today many people are rediscovering this art 
form. In some ways, stories told using radio can be better than stories told 
using film or TV!
 
Ask: What is your favorite movie? How many times have you watched it? 

SAMPLE
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TOOL LIST

Vanishing Words 
Memory Game:

whiteboard
dry erase marker

Missionaries:
a picture
prayer card or map

Ask: What is your favorite song? How many times have you listened to it? 

Say: People who listen to radio dramas find they can listen to the 
same story many times. Listening forces you to use your imagination. 
Sometimes it helps to shut your eyes when you listen. Your mind creates 
the picture which means you get to take part in creating the story. You’re 
not just watching. You are participating!

VANISHING WORDS MEMORY GAME (8 MINUTES)

Collect: Whiteboard, dry erase marker.

Do: Write Matthew 6:20 on the board. Read the verse together three 
times, and then ask a student to choose a word for you to erase. After 
erasing the word, underline where it use to be and read the verse together 
again. Then choose another student to pick the next word to erase. Do this 
until almost all the words are gone, and they have memorized the verse.

MISSIONARIES (5 MINUTES)

Collect: A picture, prayer card, or map to introduce one of the missionaries 
from your church. 

Say: The stories we will be listening to during this lesson are about 
missionaries.

Ask: What is a missionary? (a person sent on a religious mission, especially 
one sent to promote Christianity in a foreign country) (Oxford University Press, 
2017)  

Ask: Do you know any missionaries personally?

Do: Introduce one of the missionaries that your church or denomination 
supports. Tell your students where they live and what they do.

Say: The missionary stories we will hear are based on real people, who 
have served or are still serving somewhere in the world. These stories will 
show us that God is working today, doing amazing things and revealing 
Himself to the world. Did you know that many missionaries sell all they 
have when they go to serve God? By doing this, they are storing up for 
themselves treasure in heaven. 

Say: In today’s episode, you will meet the Brinkmans, a fictional 
family that will be with us throughout the series. Like most people, the 
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TOOL LIST

Rusting Steel:
1 Mason jar with lid
1 spoon
½ cup vinegar
½ cup hydrogen peroxide
1 tsp salt
1 steel wool scrubbing pad 
(You can use ½ or ¼ of the 
pad) 
old rusted toy car, or a 
broken doll

Brinkmans are busy with school, their jobs, and having a nice life. But in 
this episode, they will learn about storing up treasures in heaven.

RUSTING STEEL EXPERIMENT (10 MINUTES)

Collect: 1 Mason jar with lid, 1 spoon, ½ cup vinegar, ½ cup hydrogen 
peroxide, 1 teaspoon salt, ½ steel wool scrubbing pad, an old rusted toy 
car, or a broken doll.

Do: Measure the vinegar and hydrogen peroxide into your jar. Then add 
the salt and stir it until it dissolves. 

Ask: How many of you wanted something so much that you begged or 
saved for it? What was that thing? How many of you had that thing get 
lost or broken? Can you tell the class the story of how it happened? 

Say: In today’s lesson, we are talking about RUST! Not just rust, but the 
fact that everything breaks, gets lost, stolen or eventually wears out.

Do: Show the rusted/broken toy.

Say: I have a special solution in this jar. It’s as strong as bleach, so you 
won’t want to touch it.

Do: Show the steel wool to the class and explain its purpose.

Ask: What else do people make out of steel? (Railroad tracks, girders for 
making buildings, hulls of ships, cars and trains, forks, spoons, and knives) Steel 
is strong stuff, but even the strongest stuff here on earth breaks. You can 
build a huge building, but in the end, it will somehow find a way to break 
down. I’m going to put this steel wool in the solution and let’s watch what 
happens to it over the next 45 minutes. 

Do: Add the steel wool and screw the top on the jar. Hold it up for the class 
to see. Within a minute or two the liquid should start to darken.

Say: Today we are going to learn that every kind of earthly treasure will 
eventually break, become lost, stolen or used up.
 
Read:  Matthew 6:19-21
 
Say: Jesus tells us that we should work to store up treasure that will last 
forever. We do this by obeying Jesus which not only brings us great joy 
here on earth, but also produces a treasure that is stored up in heaven that 
will last forever.

SAMPLE
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Read: Luke 12:15-21

Say: Many people spend their whole lives selfishly working to get treasure 
for themselves. Like this man we just read about, they will be so sad when 
they discover they wasted their lives. They will stand before God and 
realize how foolish they had been. Today we will learn that anyone who 
knows Jesus can store up REAL treasure that will last forever. 

 HEAR IT
LISTEN TO EPISODE (8 MINUTES)

Collect: Brinkman coloring sheet or Brinkman Match Up, and Audio 
Highlights CD.

Do: Before playing the audio highlights, ask your students to give a quick 
summary of the full episode they listened to at home.  
 
Hand out the coloring sheets and dim the lights. Play track 1. Dangerous 
Waters, Part 1 Highlights.

RUSTING STEEL EXPERIMENT

DON’T FORGET!
Check the Resource CD 
to print the coloring and 
activity pages shown below:
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 SEE IT
MOUTH, HAND, CLOCK & MONEY (9 MINUTES)

Collect: Whiteboard, dry erase marker.

Do: Draw a mouth, a hand, a clock, and a money sign on the board.

Say: The Brinkman family was using their money selfishly. When they did 
this, they realized it didn’t really make them happy. All of the things they 
purchased had problems or ran away! The only one who was still happy 
after spending his money was Ian.
 
The Bible tells us that when Jesus comes, He will reward each person 
according to what they have done here on earth (Matthew 16:27). When 
we are kind to people, when we give to people in need or spend time doing 
things that help spread the gospel, we are storing up treasures in heaven.
 
Jesus also said our heart will be in the same place as our treasure 
(Matthew 6:21). We all have a tendency to forget what is most important. 
We say we love God, but unless we put our time and money into what 
matters to Him, our hearts will just end up loving things here on earth 
that won’t last. But, if we spend our time and money on things that make 
God happy, our hearts will be directed back to God and what matters 
most. When we get to Heaven, then He will say, “Well done, good and 
faithful servant… enter into the joy of the Lord…” (Matthew 25:21). We will 
be so happy at how pleased He is, and by what He gives us as a reward. We 
will also get to see all the people whose lives we helped change for eternity. 

Ask: What are some ways we can store up treasures in Heaven using the 
different resources we have? Write the answers on the board next to the 
objects.

 LIVE IT
STORING UP TREASURES (5 MINUTES)

Collect: Jar containing rusted steel, paper and pencil for each student.

Do: Show how the steel wool has almost completely dissolved.

Say: Look at what happened to the steel wool. It dissolved into a brown 
liquid! Just like this, everything we own here on earth will one day 
become worthless unless we use it to store up treasures in Heaven. God 

TOOL LIST

Mouth, Hand, Clock & Money:
whiteboard
dry erase marker

Storing up Treasures:
jar containing rusted steel
paper and pencil for each 
student
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Session 1TOOL LIST 

Ring on a String Game:
ring
rope or thick string

wants us to use the time and treasure He has given us here on earth to 
help grow His everlasting Kingdom.

Do: Hand out paper and pencils for the students to write down ways they 
will store up treasures in heaven this week.

Say: Write down three ways you can store up treasures in heaven this 
week. These don’t have to be huge things. Try to keep what you do a secret. 
Jesus said when we do good things to be seen by men, we lose our reward 
because we’re not really doing them for His glory, but for our own. 

Do: Give your students a couple of minutes to quietly pray and write.

 INTERACT WITH IT
RING ON A STRING GAME (10 MINUTES)

Collect: A ring (small enough to hide in one’s hand), a rope or thick string (2 
feet long per child). 

Do: Have the children stand in a circle with one child in the middle. 
Thread a ring on the rope and tie the two ends together. Have each child 
hold onto the rope with both hands, and the one closest to the knot starts 
with the ring clasped and hidden in their hand. The child in the center 
of the circle must not see who is starting with the ring. When that child 
opens their eyes, they must try to find the ring as the others attempt to 
pass it around the circle secretly. When the child in the center spots the 
ring, they change places with the person with the ring.

Say: In Matthew 6:1, Jesus told us to be careful not to do good things in 
front of people to be seen by them or we will lose our reward in Heaven. 
Because of this we sometimes need to be secretive about our giving or our 
good deeds, sort of like this game.

SAMPLE
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 WRAP UP

Do: Recite the memory verse together. End the class with prayer, asking 
God to help the students carry out this week’s mission.  

Remind students to listen to episode 2, Dangerous Waters, Part 2 in 
preparation for next week.

SAMPLE
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Living the Call includes 12 Mission 
Themed Lessons for ages 8-12.

1   Treasure in Heaven
2   A Life Changing Gospel
3   Pushing Past Fear
4   Overcome Evil with Good
5   Abide in Jesus
6   Seeing with Gratitude
7   Honor your Parents
8   Love your Family
9   Escape the Circle of Worry
10 Abilities and Good Works
11 Not Afraid to Fail
12 Only One Master

I NSPIRING THE NEXT  
GENERATION OF M ISS IONARIES

Do you want to capture your student’s imagination with exciting examples 

of modern day missions?  Do you want to help them see that God is still 

moving today? Do you want to inspire them to begin  their  own journey 

of uncompromising faith? And do you want to equip them with simple, 

yet powerful ways to carry out the Great Commission? Then this is the 

curriculum for you!

 

At the core of Living the Call are twelve high-definition audio dramas which 

will introduce your students to modern Christian heroes. Each student will 

have access to these stories and will be inspired along with their family as 

they listen at home in preparation for class.

The episodes will serve as a springboard for classroom time where the 

truths presented are expounded upon using Scripture memory, object 

lessons, experiments, crafts and games.   Each week, your students will 

leave inspired and challenged to live the call in their own lives as they 

discover their unique mission in service to the King.

YOUR STUDENTS WILL:

Listen to stories of modern day missionaries

Learn Biblical truths to help them live the call to missions wherever they go

Explore cultures from Africa to Alaska

EXPLORE Missions in THESE GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS: 
Russia

South Africa

Zambia 

Papua New Guinea 

Sudan 

Alaska

 
INCLUDED WITH THIS PURCHASE: 
(12) Mission Themed Lessons (approx. 1 hour each) 

(1) Audio CD -episode highlights 

(1) Resource CD -printables  

Online access to Brinkman Adventures Season 1 for each student (Group 

license only)


